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Standing up for beliefs can feel lonely, but good
by Joe Fitzgerald 

Saturday, April 29, 2000

Curtis Chang had no desire to become a martyr but, truth be told, he's 
finding it kind of invigorating to stand alone while those he thought would be 
his allies run for cover lest they, too, be called upon to practice what they 
preach.

Chang, 31, a native of Taiwan who grew up in Chicago and came to Harvard 
where he graduated with a degree in political science in 1991, is the Boston 
area director for InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, a national campus 
ministry founded in 1949.

An evangelical Christian who kiddingly refers to himself as ``your typical 
Protestant mongrel,'' Chang found himself drawn to InterVarsity's mission of 
fortifying the faith of young adults in the throes of academia.

``It's a critical time for them,'' he explains. ``They face so many conflicting, 
opposing points of view and have to sort out what's going to guide them for 
the rest of their lives. Is it going to be their faith, or will it be the current 
gods of money, sex, power, fame, alcohol, you name it? Are they going to 
conform? Or will they be transformed by coming into a deeper personal 
relationship with God?''

InterVarsity ministries can be found on more than 800 American campuses, 
one of which, until last week, was Tufts University.

InterVarsity is all but persona non grata there now, stripped of its funding 
and officially ``derecognized'' for refusing to compromise its belief that 
homosexuality is a lifestyle it cannot endorse.

The issue arose when Julie Ann Catalano, a junior who participated in the 
fellowship for three years, challenged that tenet, claiming she should be 
entitled to a senior leadership position while maintaining the option to 
pursue a homosexual relationship which she viewed as biblically acceptable.

``We told her no,'' Chang said. ``We welcome people of any sexual 
orientation, but that does not mean all behavior is seen as acceptable. That 
goes for heterosexual behaviors, too. The issue wasn't simply 
homosexuality, but rather one of understanding Scripture, deciding what the 
authority is in our lives, then bringing our lives into obedience to that 
authority. We felt we couldn't ignore her changed theological position.''

So Catalano filed a complaint with the Tufts Community Union Judiciary, an 
elected board that deals with student grievances, and the TCUJ threw the 
book at InterVarsity, limiting its ability to meet on campus and network with 
the student body.

This came as no great shock to Chang.

Militant homosexuals are currently having a field day, battling the Boy 
Scouts in the Supreme Court, mimicking marriage in Vermont, imposing 
their agenda on this state's Board of Education.
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Standing up for beliefs can feel lonely, but good<BR><EM>by Joe Fitzgerald</EM> 

There is nothing new in all of this. Pleas for tolerance long ago gave way to 
brazen demands for full acceptance and subsidization of a lifestyle most 
religions view as aberrant if not repugnant, let alone dangerous.

``It's the new intolerance,'' Chang disdainfully notes. ``The language of 
tolerance is now being used as a weapon to practice religious discrimination. 
More and more, what this country seems to be saying is that there is no 
room for religious values, even though we're talking about a belief shared by 
Islam, Catholicism, Protestantism, Orthodox Judaism; if you're faithful to 
those teachings, you can now expect to be assaulted legally and politically. 
It's like the government is driving all religions underground.''

But Chang knew that when he took the job.

``What's bothered me most about this issue has been the silence of other 
religious groups and church leaders who privately tell us they agree with our 
stance but are just too afraid to say so publicly.''

So right now he finds he's pretty much on his own at Tufts.

``In a way,'' he says, ``it's been enormously liberating. There's such a fear 
of taking unpopular stands today. What I believe more of us have to do, with 
clear, strong voices, is say no to that fear.

``I have decided I'm just not going to be afraid of public opinion on this. 
And I have to tell you, it feels good.''
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